
“While it has not been

an easy road, we are

inspired regularly by

Andy’s focus, sense of

humor, positive outlook

and unwavering will to

bbeat this!”

            - Beth Kalafa

The Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation is delighted to recognize Beth

Kalafa and Pam Ronan for demonstrating extraordinary fundraising efforts for

the MMRF Team for Cures 5K Walk/Run Program. The MMRF hopes that this

spotlight feature will motivate and assist other participants with new fundraising

methods so one day we can reach our ultimate goal, finding a cure.

When Andy Kostick was diagnosed last June with multiple myeloma, his sisters

Beth Kalafa and Pam Ronan wanted to do something to help.  It was a complete

shock to their family.  Beth said, “Andy could be on a poster for good health, good

nutrition and his activity level is through the roof!  As we like to say, except for this

pesky myeloma, he is young and healthy!” Even with the myeloma affecting his right

hip and ¾ of his pelvis, Andy was determined to play golf last November, throwing

hhis crutches on the ground while he played.  As his older sisters, they wanted to 

“beat up” this cancer and make it go away, but were aware it does not exactly work

that way.  When Andy’s wife Tasha told them she was organizing a fundraising effort

for the MMRF San Francisco 5k Walk/Run they said that they would take care of

bringing a team to Boston and created the East Coast Kosticks.

The sisters are fundraising to help raise funds for this cancer and find a cure for their

brother and others also battling multiple myeloma.  Their fundraising strategy has

bbeen to reach out to those in their local community and in the other communities

they have been a part of throughout their lives such as their high school, college, and

work networks.  Additionally, they created an email campaign with a personalized

letter and reached out on Facebook, utilizing National Siblings Day as an opportunity

to remind people to donate.  
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